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Filtered Foam

Whether running on the street or performing on stage Dynamic Ear Company’s (DEC) Ambient filters mix the outside world 

with your music, without losing the much loved bass.

DEC patented Ambient filters maintain highly detailed audio mixed with external ambient sounds whilst preserving the 

frequency response of the earphone, without the need for battery power, software or electronics!

Ambient filters can be interchanged depending on the level of ambience required, the highest level of ambient sound 

coming from our low Ambient filter reduces external noise by only 15 db. Additionally DEC’s Ambient filters widen the sound 

stage and reduce the feeling of occlusion, almost eliminating the fatigue felt when using earphones and hearable for long 

periods. The form factor of the Small Ambient Filters requires a cavity depth of only 2.5mm so having minimal impact on the 

internal space within monitors, earphones or hearables. Aircraft grade anodised aluminum is used for the filter housing, a lip 

surround ensures the filter can be removed from the cavity without the use of specialist tools.

Using DEC’s patented membrane technology, moisture built up in the ear canal can escape which keeps the inner ear cooler, 

making prolonged use more comfortable. DEC 100% acoustically tests all the filters we manufacture, guaranteeing filters meet 

the published specifications.

Ambient Filters
Miniature ambient filters for earphones and IEMs

Ambient Filters

Average effect of filters and venting on driver output. In this example the driver output of a DEC demonstrator with dual BAR driver was used.
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Filter range
Ambient filters are available in two sizes with a range of ambient values. Ambient Filters and Small Ambient Filters are not 

interchangeable. Internal, fixed ambient level and OEM solutions available.

Contact Steve Collicott (scollicott@dynamic-ear.com) for further information and application notes.

‘On a live stage without additional band or crowd 

mics and PA mixers, musicians can enjoy the 

perfect in ear stage mix while not feeling isolated 

from the crowd yet still protecting their hearing. ‘

‘Audiophiles wanting an open back experince 

or in environments where audio cues from 

their colleagues matter, can listen to their 

favourite tunes without losing touch with their 

environment.’

‘Active people wanting to listen to music while still 

being aware of their surroundings, without feeling 

occluded now have a big bass choice.’ Small Ambient Filter fitted to DEC demonstrator with dual BAR driver

Dynamic Ear Company B.V. (DEC)
DEC is the inventor of ambient hearing protection and we develop and manufacture in 

ISO 9001:2015 certified production facilities, innovative acoustic solutions for hearing 

protection, communication, and earphone applications. Our products are available 

through a worldwide network of OEM, private label and distribution partners. All filters 

and earphones are 100% acoustically tested.

cavity dimensions
Ø 5,6 x 2,5 mm

scale 3:1

cavity dimensions
Ø 6,9 x 3,25 mm

scale 3:1
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